
   

LoCALL activity Template 

 

 

Our Lennon Wall  

Targeted age 
group  

Duration Materials and 
Resources  

Grouping Teaching 
Approaches 

Activity 
Location 

Interdisciplinary 
links  

primary 
education (9-10)  
 

1 hour Visual presentation 
as a support and 
guidance for the 
TU introduction 
(computer and 

projector) 
 

Lennon Wall mural 
(cardboard) 

 
Bluish and 

yellowish post-its 
and a classroom 

timer 

 

individual & 
whole class 

 

teacher 
presentation, 

creating & 
reflection 

in school history & 
geography 

  

Activity 
summary  

(max. 50 words) 

The activity is aimed at discovering student’s first ideas on the driving questions of the TU ‘Why do we 
learn languages?’ and ‘Why do we learn English at school?’ So, basically, student’s initial ideas and 
perceptions are captured in an ‘Expressive Mural’ by doing honor to the urban landscape of HK’s Lennon 
Wall. 

https://view.genial.ly/5feb0e74a666f40d7dc6dbc5/presentation-lesson-1-introduction-to-the-tu
https://view.genial.ly/5feb0e74a666f40d7dc6dbc5/presentation-lesson-1-introduction-to-the-tu
https://view.genial.ly/5feb0e74a666f40d7dc6dbc5/presentation-lesson-1-introduction-to-the-tu
https://view.genial.ly/5feb0e74a666f40d7dc6dbc5/presentation-lesson-1-introduction-to-the-tu
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xVnMujj-93mr7921jqJGtu7izJwMSu4x/view
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/classroom-timers/
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/classroom-timers/


Learning 
objectives  

raising critical language awareness 

Step by step 
activity 

description 

Step 1. Introduction to the TU and the Lennon Wall activity. 

The teacher introduces the Teaching Unit and the Lennon Wall activity with the support of the visual 
presentation and asks for student’s interaction throughout it. First, the teacher explains the instructions 
for the activity and shows an example of Lennon Wall (HK’s) in order to provide students with a model. 

Step 2. Lennon Wall creation 

An A0 cardboard with the 2 questions located in the middle is stuck on the classroom wall. Then, the 
students receive two post-its: (1) Bluish post-it to answer the question ‘Why do we learn languages?’ 
and (2) Yellowish post-it to answer ‘Why do we learn English at school?’ They are allowed to use their 
L1 to better express their ideas and perceptions on the topic. However, once they got the response 
written in their mother tongue, they will be encouraged to try and write it in English (always counting 
on the language support that the teacher will be providing them when they ask for help). As soon as 
they complete the answers, they will stick them on Lennon Wall. Additionally, they would be encouraged 
to draw in a piece of paper any sign, graffiti, icon or even a word, that they relate with the topic (i.e. a 
speech bubble, a phone, a plane…) and will stick it on the wall.  

Step 3. Time to share and discuss! 

Time will be up after 20 minutes, and it will be the moment to have a general overview of their answers 
and drawings. Students share their answers voluntarily and the teacher provides feedback on those 
ideas (i.e. wow, listen to “X” answer, s/he has made a fantastic point here, s/he says that we learn English 
to speak with people from other countries. And why English and not Italian or Portuguese?) The 
reflections that arose from this activity will be the starting point for the following ones.  

Possible 
adaptations  

This activity can easily be carried out in any other city. However, if the language used is the foreign 
language of the pupils, it will require detailed and thorough adaptation to their level and needs. 



To be acquired 

competencies/ 

skills 

Language:  

Writing 

Listening 

Subject 

knowledge:  

not applicable  

21st-century skills and critical thinking:  

creativity, interaction and reflection 

Required 

competencies/ 

skills  

Language:  

Writing 

Listening 

 

Subject 

knowledge:  

not applicable  

21st-century skills:  

interaction 

reflection  

Feedback 

Examples of 
implementation 

 

Reaction/ 
feedback  
teacher  

I was amazed by the interest the students showed in the topic and the opinions and thoughts they shared. 
They came up with very good reflections and showed a lot of interest in reflecting on the use of languages. 
It also surprised me that although they could use their L1 to express their ideas, many of them made the 
effort to express them in their L2. 



Reaction/ 
feedback  
student  

The students were very interested in the origins of Lennon's mural and enjoyed asking questions about 
its contextualization and the immense number of languages that make it up. Moreover, they came up 
with very interesting reflections such as that we learn languages to express our thoughts and to share 
with others. On the other hand, there were some very powerful answers as to why we learn English, such 
as because it is the universal language or in order to travel and get to know other cultures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cerdanyola’s LL Language Detectives  

Targeted age 
group  

Duration Materials and 
Resources  

Grouping Teaching 
Approache

s 

Activity 
Location 

Interdisciplinary 
links  

primary 
education (9-10)  
 

2 hours 
 

30 min.  
Linguistic 

Landscape 
Concept + 
Language 

Detective’s 
role & 

Challenge 
 

30 min. 
Model of 
Linguistic 

Landscape. 
Questions 
about Sant 
Cugat’s LL 

 
1 hour 

Picture taking 
 

Google Slides 
interactive 

presentation 
(computer) 

 
Language 
support to 
make the 

hypothesis 
 

Pictures from 
Sant Cugat’s 

Linguistic 
Landscape as a 

model.  
 

Data collection 
instructions  

 
Blank sheets 
and pencils 

 
Camera  

individual and small 
groups 

 
    

teacher 
presentati

on, 
reflection, 
research 

and 
discussion 

in school 
and 
outside  

history  
geography 
language courses 

  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RFhU7Rd9P0kPF7mLEaefC0as17P6jDDPcYC9FkLwirM/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RFhU7Rd9P0kPF7mLEaefC0as17P6jDDPcYC9FkLwirM/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RFhU7Rd9P0kPF7mLEaefC0as17P6jDDPcYC9FkLwirM/edit#slide=id.p
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g1GJ1kKYmmmjB4oKLNT7AH27QOeJhHjs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g1GJ1kKYmmmjB4oKLNT7AH27QOeJhHjs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g1GJ1kKYmmmjB4oKLNT7AH27QOeJhHjs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g1GJ1kKYmmmjB4oKLNT7AH27QOeJhHjs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19lQNOXvibzPW6brPGCHZOV1RBn62TNIF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19lQNOXvibzPW6brPGCHZOV1RBn62TNIF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19lQNOXvibzPW6brPGCHZOV1RBn62TNIF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19lQNOXvibzPW6brPGCHZOV1RBn62TNIF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19lQNOXvibzPW6brPGCHZOV1RBn62TNIF?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hULluCXqR6Kis4nRJhIumflXXnY2CYIj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hULluCXqR6Kis4nRJhIumflXXnY2CYIj/view?usp=sharing


Activity summary  
(max. 50 words) 

The learners are presented with the language detective’s challenge and they make their hypotheses 

about the number of languages they think they will find in their city. Afterwards, they dig into a model 

from the neighboring city to finally become language detectives of their own town and capture pictures 

of all the languages that coexist in there.  

Learning 
objectives  

exploring LL, a broad understanding of LL, raising awareness of language diversity, placing one’s own 

language experiences in the context of LL &  experiencing LL. 

Step by step 
activity 

description 

Step 1. Introduction to the Linguistic Landscape concept 
The teacher starts reviewing some ideas from the previous session that emerged with the Lennon Wall 
activity. This quick revision is helpful to introduce the Linguistic Landscape as a field of exploration and 
as a source of authentic language input. Then, the introduction of the LL term is done through the 
analysis of the words and a discussion guided with questions that are presented in the slides. 
 
Step 2. Presenting the Language Detectives challenge & making own hypothesis! 
Afterwards, the teacher presents the role of Language Detectives and the challenge to the students and 
makes sure that all have understood what they are meant to do and answers possible doubts. Finally, 
each student writes down in a piece of paper their hypothesis using the language support from the 
speech bubble. 
 
Step 3. Looking at Sant Cugat’s Linguistic Landscape 
A model of pictures from Sant Cugat’s Linguistic Landscape is presented to the students in order to offer 
them an example of what they are expected to do with the challenge. They will have a look at the photos 
and answer two questions in pairs: (1) How many languages can you find in these pictures? (2) How many 
pictures have the text or part of the text in English? These questions are useful at this stage because 
allow us to start introducing some key ideas such as the strong presence of English.  

Step 4. Becoming Language Detectives! 
Now it is time for the learners to carry out the research! They are asked to go around their city and look 
for languages and linguistic signs. To collect the data they have to use a camera and take a picture of 



those linguistic texts. The challenge is to find as many languages as possible. However, a minimum of 3 
pictures is determined for those students who may have any kind of difficulties to collect the data. The 
deadline would be set up for session 4, which means that they will have the weekend to go around the 
city and take the pictures. 

Possible 
adaptations  

This activity can easily be carried out in any other city. However, if the language used is the foreign 
language of the pupils, it will require detailed and thorough adaptation to their level and needs. 

To be acquired 
competencies/ 

skills 

Language:  
writing  
speaking  
recognizing other languages 
 
 

Subject knowledge:  
Society and coexistence 
diversity of languages 
and cultures  

21st-century skills and critical thinking:  
Reflection, citizenship 
 

Required 
competencies/ 

skills  

Language: 
listening  
recognizing other languages 

Subject knowledge:  
Society and coexistence 
diversity of languages 
and cultures 

21st-century skills and critical thinking:  
Reflection 
 

Feedback 

Examples of 
implementation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Reaction/ 
feedback  
teacher  

It was amazing to see how enthusiastic the students were to explore the languages in their city! On the 
other hand, it was very interesting to see how different were their hypotheses about the number of 
languages they thought they would find in their city. Some students were expecting a high number and 
diversity while others were just thinking about the three they knew: Spanish, Catalan and English. 
 

Reaction/ 
feedback  
student  

In general, the students were very participative and involved themselves in the different tasks. They 
enjoyed a lot looking at Sant Cugat’s Linguistic Landscape model and they shared a wide diversity of 
hypotheses about the challenge they were about to start. One of the most common feedback they gave 
was about how much they enjoyed looking at their city with the language detective glasses. They 
discovered things they had never realized before! 

 

 



Analysis of our city’s Linguistic Landscape 

Targeted age 
group  

Duration Materials and Resources  Grouping Teaching 
Approaches 

Activity 
Location 

Interdisciplinary 
links  

primary 
education (9-10)  
 

1 hour Google Slides Presentation. 
Lesson 4. Analysis of the 

Linguistic Landscape Photos. 
(computer and projector) 

 

Cooperative group’s LL 
pictures. 

 

Researcher’s Portfolio page 
12.  

 

Language support to answer 
and discuss the data analysis. 

 
Classroom timer & class dojo  

cooperative 
groups 

 
    

discussion 
reflection 
analysis 

mediation 

in school  history  
geography 
language courses 

  

Activity summary  
(max. 50 words) 

The activity is aimed at developing the fourth step of a social research: the analysis of pictures that the 

students had taken in their city. They carry out the analysis in their cooperative groups through the 

guidance of some questions, and then, will be able to start drawing their first interpretations of the 

information collected. 

Learning 
objectives  

exploring LL - a broad understanding of LL - raising awareness of language diversity - placing one’s 

own language experiences in the context of LL - experiencing LL  

Step by step 
activity 

description 

Step 1. Reading and comprehension of the analysis questions.  
With the support of the digital board the teacher projects the cards and presents the analysis questions. 
In addition, the students also have them on page 12 from their Researcher’s Portfolio. Altogether, read 
the questions one by one and discuss which their meaning. Afterwards, the teacher presents the 
instructions for the data analysis in groups. Each group receives one card, and they have 8 minutes to 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1iCKOkq3C3rvY05xQgRmNyOfPQNcptIJq1DNb4T1cVQI/edit#slide=id.gb8bec3726b_0_309
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1iCKOkq3C3rvY05xQgRmNyOfPQNcptIJq1DNb4T1cVQI/edit#slide=id.gb8bec3726b_0_309
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1iCKOkq3C3rvY05xQgRmNyOfPQNcptIJq1DNb4T1cVQI/edit#slide=id.gb8bec3726b_0_309
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cCURksgDpcwqJ8uQmz8710aiK89wOVZW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cCURksgDpcwqJ8uQmz8710aiK89wOVZW/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NudMj1klaG-4F3efnmHnpIxHWs9k7ap2/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NudMj1klaG-4F3efnmHnpIxHWs9k7ap2/view
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/classroom-timers/
https://www.classdojo.com/


complete the task. They have to use the language support to provide the answer and then, they have to 
write it down on page 12 from the Researcher’s Portfolio. The timekeeper from group 2 starts setting the 
timer. When the bomb timer explodes, the teacher provides each group with the next question and they 
have to do the same as in the first round. 
 
Step 2. Sharing the answers and discussing 
When the time is up, it is time to share the answers of the analysis with the different groups in order to 
compare and contrast opinions about the research. The teacher mediates the conversation in order to 
promote the discussion of ideas and conceptions about the presence of the multiplicity of languages in 
their environment. 

Possible 
adaptations  

This activity can easily be carried out in any other city. However, if the language used is the foreign 
language of the pupils, it will require detailed and thorough adaptation to their level and needs. 

To be acquired 
competencies/ 

skills 

Language:  
writing, reading, speaking and  
recognizing other languages 
 
 

Subject 
knowledge:  
Society and 
coexistence 
diversity of 
cultures  

21st-century skills and critical thinking:  
Reflection, citizenship 
 

Required 
competencies/ 

skills  

Language: 
Listening, writing, reading, speaking 
and recognizing other languages 
 
 

Subject 
knowledge:  
Society and 
coexistence 
diversity of 
cultures 

21st-century skills and critical thinking:  
Reflection 
 

Feedback 



Examples of 
implementation 

 

 

Reaction/ 
feedback  
teacher  

With this activity and with the involvement and reflections of the students I totally felt that getting out 
of the comfort zone, launching a project in cooperative group and guiding the learners through a social 
research is extremely worth it. The involvement they demonstrated, how enthusiastic they were looking 
at their pictures and analysing them is priceless, whether they answered 1, 2, or all the programmed 
questions. 

Reaction/ 
feedback  
student  

The students were super excited looking at the LL pictures they took in their city. They came up with 
powerful interpretations such as the fact that the migration of people from other countries resulted in 
these languages also becoming part of the streets of their city. In addition, regarding the role of English 
they realized that not all the texts they found were due to a migration of people from an English speaking 
country, but that on the contrary, because this was the most known language and because, as they 
claimed, things in English sound cool.  

 

 


